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Fisnar launches Europe’s Smallest Precision Tapered Dispense Tip 

 

Fisnar Europe is pleased to announce the launch of two newly 

developed innovative Precision Tapered Dispense Tips, ideal for 

use in medical devices and industrial electronics manufacture.  

The first of these new dispense tips is a standard 27 gauge, while 

the second is a 30 gauge tip with an internal diameter of just 

0.15mm. The 30 gauge tip is the first polymer taper dispense tip 

of this size to be available in the European market place, and is 

exclusive to Fisnar Europe.  

Robert Campbell, Fisnar Europe Product Line Manager, 

comments “I am delighted that Fisnar is at the forefront of 

developing new dispense products to meet the needs of the market today and into the future. We are 

confident that customers will be impressed with our latest innovation, the 30 gauge taper dispense 

tip.” 

The concept behind the development of Fisnar’s new 30 gauge tip is simple. After conducting research, 

Fisnar Europe uncovered a critical problem in the dispensing market. In this modern marketplace, 

products are increasingly becoming smaller and smaller, thus creating a need for small deposit sizes.  

Due to this trend, the use of smaller sized needles is on the rise, however the issue users are 

experiencing is that conventional similar sized straight blunt-end tips generate high levels of fluid back 

pressure, creating an extended dispense time and the risk of inconsistent dispensing volumes due to 

fluid drooling. 

The new luer lock tapered dispense tips from Fisnar were designed to address this issue and have 

proven to reduce dispensing time, fluid drooling and back pressure. Furthermore, the new tips enable 

more consistent dispense results by allowing the user to apply and dispense in smaller volume and 

deposit sizes which is especially useful when dispensing high viscosity materials in small shots. 

The new Fisnar precision tapered dispense tips are available to order now. Please contact 

infoeurope@fisnar.com  

To learn more about this product line, or any other Fisnar dispensing product, visit the Fisnar Europe 

website: www.fisnareurope.com 

http://www.fisnareurope.com/dispensing-products/dispensing-components/tips-and-needles/tapered-dispensing-tips/
mailto:infoeurope@fisnar.com
http://www.fisnareurope.com/
http://www.fisnareurope.com/dispensing-products/dispensing-components/tips-and-needles/tapered-dispensing-tips/


 

About Fisnar Europe 

Fisnar Europe is a leading manufacturer and supplier of precision fluid dispensing and fluid handling 

solutions. 

With over 50 years’ knowledge of the dispense industry and its regional requirements, we have an 

accomplished range of dispensing products including dispensing robots, dispensing valves, fluid 

dispensers and a complete selection dispensing consumables. 

Armed with technical expertise and a diverse portfolio of dispensing products, Fisnar Europe can 

supply a dispensing system to suit every budget, application, and industry. 

Fisnar Europe products are available to purchase via our trusted network of European distributors. 

We will connect you with an experienced Fisnar distributor in your local area who will work with you 

to understand your specific application requirements, before offering advice and guidance on the 

Fisnar dispensing system best suited to your needs. 
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